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Gauge cell method for simulation studies of phase transitions in confined systems

Alexander V. Neimark* and Aleksey Vishnyakov
TRI/Princeton, 601 Prospect Avenue, Princeton, New Jersey 08542

~Received 20 March 2000!

A method for Monte Carlo studies of phase equilibrium in confined systems is presented using an example
of vapor-liquid equilibrium~capillary condensation and evaporation! in cylindrical pores. The method, named
the gauge cell method, allows one to construct the full phase diagram of a confined fluid in the form of a van
der Waals loop, which includes stable, metastable, and unstable equilibrium states. The phase coexistence is
then determined by thermodynamic integration along the metastable and unstable regions of the phase diagram
employing Maxwell’s rule of equal areas. The simulation results agree with experimental data on the capillary
condensation of nitrogen at its boiling temperature on mesoporous molecular sieves. The method can be
applied to other phase transitions in confined systems such as fluid-fluid separation, layering, and freezing.

PACS number~s!: 02.50.Ng, 64.70.Fx, 68.45.Da, 02.70.Lq
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I. INTRODUCTION

A great deal of work has been done on the molecu
modeling of phase equilibrium in confining geometries, p
marily on studies of adsorption and capillary condensation
simple fluids in pores of a few molecular diameters in wid
for the most recent review see@1#. The structure and proper
ties of fluids confined within nanopores differ significant
from those of bulk fluids. Interactions with solid walls an
geometrical restrictions on possible fluctuations cause s
in phase transitions and critical points compared with
bulk, multiplicity of observable metastable states, and as
ciated hysteresis. These phenomena are well documente
silica gels, porous glasses, carbons, and other nanopo
solids@2#. Recent intense studies of capillary condensation
cylindrical pores of mesoporous molecular sieves
MCM-41 type provided theoreticians with reliable expe
mental data in a wide range of temperatures and pore s
@3–7#. Molecular modeling, mainly grand canonical Mon
Carlo ~GCMC! simulations, has been proved the most e
cient tool for the modeling of vapor-liquid equilibrium i
pores of various shapes and is successfully employed
number of researchers to explain the specifics of capil
condensation in nanoporous materials@8–17#. At subcritical
conditions, GCMC simulations allow one to construct t
hysteresis loop formed by discontinuous adsorption and
sorption isotherms and vertical steps corresponding to sp
taneous condensation and evaporation but are not capab
determining the equilibrium transition between vaporlike a
liquidlike states. Several special methods were develope
find the conditions of the phase coexistence in pores
means of molecular simulations~e.g.,@18–22#!. These meth-
ods require additional simulations and are sometimes d
cult to implement.

In this paper, we present a method for determining
equilibrium transition and also the true limits of stabili
~spinodals! of the vaporlike and liquidlike metastable state
The method is based on the construction of the continu
adsorption isotherm in the form of a van der Waals loo
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which includes stable, metastable, and unstable equilibr
states, and thermodynamic integration along the metast
and unstable regions of the isotherm, employing Maxwe
rule of equal areas. In so doing, the energy barrier separa
the metastable and stable states and, correspondingly
probability of spontaneous capillary condensation a
evaporation can be also determined. The simulation res
are shown to agree with experimental data on the capil
condensation of nitrogen at its boiling temperature on me
porous molecular sieves. The method proposed provides
ful insight into the origin of capillary hysteresis, inherent
nanoporous materials, and can also be applied to other p
transitions in confined systems, such as fluid-fluid separat
layering, and freezing. In subsequent sections we prese
brief review of the simulation methods of phase equilibriu
of a simple fluid in confining geometry~Sec. II!, introduce
the gauge cell method~Sec. III!, and present examples o
simulation results on the capillary condensation of nitrog
in silica nanopores~Sec. IV!. We also compare our result
with other simulation methods~Sec. V and VI! and experi-
mental data on MCM-41 materials~Sec. VII!.

II. MC METHODS FOR STUDYING PHASE EQUILIBRIUM
IN A CONFINING GEOMETRY

In GCMC simulations, one generates equilibrium states
a given temperatureT and chemical potentialm which cor-
respond to equilibrium with an infinite bulk fluid reservoi
The simulation cell represents a pore space available for
fluid molecules, which experience the external poten
Fext(r ) exerted by the pore walls. The pore geometry,
volumeV, and surfaceA are fixed. At these conditions, th
equilibrium states correspond to minima of the grand th
modynamic potentialV(T,m) given by

V5F2mN, ~1!

whereF is the Helmholtz free energy andN is the number of
molecules in the cell. Because the pore geometry is assu
to be unchanged, the fundamental equation for the gr
thermodynamic potential of a confined fluid is given by

dV52S dT2N dm, ~2!
4611 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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whereS is the entropy. The adsorption isothermN(m)T sat-
isfies the Gibbs adsorption equation given by

N52~]V/]m!T . ~3!

A typical adsorption-desorption isotherm generated
GCMC is schematically presented in Fig. 1~line OABC-
DEFGH!. The adsorption is expressed as the average fl
densityr5N/V. The adsorption branch terminates at po
C, where the limit of stability of the vaporlike states wa
achieved in the simulation and the system spontaneo
jumped into a liquidlike state, pointG. This transition corre-
sponds to spontaneous condensation. The desorption br
terminates at pointE, where the limit of stability of the liq-
uidlike states was achieved and the system spontaneo
jumped into a vaporlike state, pointA. This transition corre-
sponds to spontaneous evaporation. PointsC andE are close
to, yet do not necessarily coincide, with the true limits
stability or the vaporlike and liquidlike spinodals of the th
oretical phase diagram,Sv and Sl . Capillary hysteresis is

FIG. 1. Three-dimensional sketch describing the gauge
method. Subcritical adsorption isothermOH (kT/e50.762) is
shown in the front face.O, initial ideal vaporlike state:B, vaporlike
state at vapor-liquid coexistence:C, limit of stability of the vapor-
like phase in the GCMC method~the fluid undergoes a spontaneo
transition to pointG!: Sv , vaporlike spinodal:D, unstable state a
m5me: Sl , liquidlike spinodal:E, limit of stability of the liquidlike
phase in the GCMC method~the fluid undergoes a spontaneo
transition to pointA!: F, liquidlike state at the vapor-liquid coexist
ence:H, stable liquidlike state atm5m* . Solid bold lines show
stable and metastable states, which are achieved in GCMC sim
tions. The dashed line represents metastable~CSv and SlE! and
unstable (SvDSl) states, which are achieved in the pore-gau
GEMC simulations. The supercritical isothermPR (kT/e
51.379) and a path of constant chemical potentialRH (m5m* ),
which are used in the PG method of thermodynamic integration,
shown in the back face and in the right side face, respectivelyP,
ideal vaporlike state:R, dense fluid state atm5m* . The vertical
line BF shows the vapor-liquid coexistence. The Maxwell rule im
plies that areaBSvDB5areaFDSlF.
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observed in the region where the grand thermodynamic
tential has at least two minima separated by energetic ba
which the system cannot overcome due to the inherent
strictions imposed on possible fluctuations.

The true phase equilibrium achieved somewhere betw
the spinodals is determined from the equality of the gra
thermodynamic potentials in the coexisting vaporlike a
liquidlike states on the adsorption and desorption branch
respectively:

Va~me!5Vd~me!. ~4!

The bulk pressure corresponding to the equilibrium in
pore is obtained from the bulk equation of state, such as
equation of Johnsonet al. @23# in the case of a Lennard
Jones~LJ! fluid. Because the GCMC simulation does n
allow one to calculate the grand thermodynamic poten
directly, it can be obtained by thermodynamic integratio
Along the adsorption branch,V~m! is easily calculated by
integrating the Gibbs equation~3! from a reference state o
which the grand thermodynamic potential is known. Cho
ing the reference state at a sufficiently small chemical pot
tial m r to provide the fluid ideality~point O in Fig. 1!, one
obtains:

Va~m,T!5V r~m,T!2E
mr

m

Na~m,T!dm

52kTNa~m r ,T!2E
mr

m

Na~m,T!dm. ~5!

Integration in Eq.~5! can be accomplished along the reve
ible part of the adsorption isotherm up to the stability lim
point C, where spontaneous condensation was observed

To calculate the grand thermodynamic potential along
desorption branch of the isotherm, one has to constru
continuous reversible trajectory of equilibrium states, c
cumventing the hysteresis region, which connects a liqu
like state on the desorption isotherm with a reference s
whose grand thermodynamic potential is known. Peter
and Gubbins@18# suggested to construct a trajectory com
posed of two parts, a reversible supercritical isothe
N(m,Ts), Ts.Tc ~line PR in Fig. 1! and a path of constan
chemical potentialN(m* ,T); m* .msl ~line RH in Fig. 1!.
In so doing, the grand thermodynamic potential for a liqu
like state on the desorption isotherm is given by

Vd~m,T!5kTN~m rs,Ts!2E
mr

m
* N~m,Ts!dm

2TE
1/Ts

1/T

~U~m* ,T!2m* N!d~1/T!

2E
m

*

mr
N~m,T!dm. ~6!

Here, U is the total internal energy given bŷE&
1(3/2)NkT: ^E& is the average potential energy directly ca
culated in the GCMC simulation. The Peterson-Gubb
~PG! method was used for the determination of the ph
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coexistence in pores@8,11,12,15#. This method, although
theoretically irreproachable, requires additional inten
simulations, and inevitable errors of integration may lead
an appreciable inaccuracy in the estimation ofme. The un-
certainty is mostly associated with integration along the p
RH of equal chemical potential@the second integral on th
right side of Eq.~6!#. Detailed examples are presented bel
in Sec. V.

Panagiotopoulos@21,22# proposed the Gibbs ensemb
Monte Carlo~GEMC! method to determine phase equilibr
in the bulk and confinement. As applied to phase coexiste
in pores, the GEMC method implies simulation of tw
phases in two simulation cells, which represent two sim
pores, allowing for both mass and volume exchange betw
the cells. In so doing, the pore-pore GEMC method direc
gives the densities~and/or compositions! of the coexisting
phases. However, it does not specify the equilibrium che
cal potentialme at which phase coexistence occurs. The eq
librium chemical potentialme can be estimated by either u
ing the Widom method@24# @e.g., Smit @25# applied this
technique to determineme(T) for the bulk LJ fluid# or inter-
polating the equilibrium density obtained by the pore-po
GEMC simulation onto the corresponding branch of t
GCMC isotherm. Instead of the GCMC method, the adso
tion and desorption isotherms can be determined by the p
fluid GEMC method@22#. This approach was used by La
toskie et al. @26# to determine the conditions of the vapo
liquid equilibrium in carbon slit-shaped pores. The pore-p
GEMC method was employed for studies of capillary co
densation and liquid-liquid equilibria@22,26–28#. In our ex-
perience, when the pore-pore GEMC method is applied
the capillary condensation coexistence in the nanopores
strongly attractive walls, which cause the existence o
dense monolayer, and, correspondingly, a small compr
ibility of the liquidlike phase, the coexistence point dete
mined after a reasonable number of configurations~ca. 3
3107! is sensitive to the initial configuration. Examples a
presented below in Sec. VI. Other simulation methods
plied to studying the phase equilibrium, such as the meth
of histogram reweighting@29–31# and the Gibbs-Duhem in
tegration method@32#, have not yet been implemented
study capillary condensation phenomena.

III. GAUGE CELL METHOD

The proposed method is based on thermodynamic inte
tion. Instead of constructing additional equilibrium states
elevated temperatures, as required by the PG method
propose to connect the vaporlike and liquidlike spinodals
a continuous path of equilibrium, yet unstable, states
then to determine the phase coexistence from the Max
rule of equal areas~see the dotted trajectorySvDSl!. This
procedure is proved legitimate for bulk phase equilibriu
~e.g., @33#!. Qualitatively, use of the van der Waals–typ
isotherms for interpreting the capillary condensation was
cussed earlier~see, e.g.,@34–36#!. A physically unstable
state can be stabilized in simulations when the density fl
tuations are severely suppressed. The possibility to ex
the sorption isotherm to the unstable region was shown
viously for lattice models@37,38#, canonical ensemble mo
lecular dynamics@39#, canonical and Gibbs ensemble M
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simulations@40#, and canonical ensemble density function
theory @41#.

A. Pore-gauge GEMC simulation

To construct the continuous trajectory of states with
average densityNu(m,T) between the densities of the vapo
like and liquidlike spinodals, we render the GEMC simul
tion in two cells which are in thermal equilibrium with a
infinite heat bath. One of the cells represents the pore and
other is a gauge cell of a limited capacity. The phase diag
for the gauge cell is determined independently and assu
to be known. Thus, the fluid in the gauge cell serves a
reference. The Gibbs ensemble under consideration is
canonical ensemble for the total system of two simulat
cells. We allow mass exchange between the cells; howe
the cell volumes are kept unchanged. Thus, we do not
quire mechanical equilibrium between the confined fluid a
the reference, similar to the pore-fluid GEMC meth
@22,42#. Therefore, the conditions of isothermal equilibriu
come to the equality of the chemical potentials in the co
fined and reference fluids.

The limited capacity of the reference cell constrains d
sity fluctuations in the confined fluid and allows the confin
fluid to be kept in a state which would be unstable in cont
with the bulk. Indeed, the Gibbs ensemble implies the m
mization of the total Helmholtz free energy in two cells,

F~N,V,T!1Fg~Ng ,Vg ,T!→min, ~7!

at the conditions

NS5N1Ng5const, V,Vg ,T5const. ~8!

Here and below, extensive quantities without a subscript
referred to the pore cell, and quantities with the subsc
‘‘g’’ are referred to the gauge cell. The condition~7! of the
total Helmholtz free energy minimum leads to the equil
rium condition, given by

m5~]F/]N!uV,T5~]Fg /]Ng!uVg ,T ~9!

and the stability condition for the total system given by

~]2F/]N2!uV,T1~]2Fg /]Ng
2!uVg ,T.0. ~10!

Note that inequality~10! does not require the fulfillment o
the conditions of thermodynamic stability in each of the ce
separately. It is assumed that at the conditions of simulati
the reference fluid in the gauge cell is stable: i.e., its isoth
mal compressibility is positive and

]2Fg

]Ng
2 U

Vg ,T

5
1

Vg

]m

]rg
U

T

.0. ~11!

However, it is not required for the confined fluid to be stab
To study unstable states with a negative compressib

(]2F/]N2)uV,T,0, one has to choose a gauge cell with
sufficiently small volume. Namely, the ratio of the pore a
gauge volumesVg /V must satisfy the inequality
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1

Vg

]m

]rg
U

T

1
1

V

]m

]r U
T

.0 or Vg

]rg

]m
,VU ]r

]mU
or

Vg

V
,U ]r

]mUY ]rg

]m
. ~12!

The gauge cell~its geometry, boundary conditions, and e
ternal potentials, if any! can be chosen for reasons of conv
nience. When the reference fluid in the gauge cell behave
an ideal gas, condition~12! reduces to

Vg

V
,U ]r

]mUY rg

kT
. ~13!

The possibility of observations of unstable states in adso
tion experiments with a limited vapor volume was discuss
by Everett@43#.

The pore-gauge GEMC simulations with a suitably ch
sen gauge cell volume enable one to generate stable
metastable adsorption and desorption states extended
the true limits of stability of the vaporlike and liquidlik
states and also the backward trajectory of unstable st
Nu(m) which connects the vaporlike and liquidlike spinoda
~see the dotted lineCSvDSlE in Fig. 1!. In the region of
applicability of the GCMC method, the states generated
both methods coincide. Here, we do not consider extrem
small confinements containing only a few molecules,
which the results obtained in the grand canonical and can
cal ensembles may differ@44#.

Inequality ~13! bounds the conditions at which the bac
ward trajectorySvDSl of the unstable states can be genera
in pore-gauge GEMC simulations. In general, we do not
clude that while constructing the unstable states starting f
the spinodalSv or Sl one may arrive at a state of zero com
pressibility, ]r/]m50. This state cannot be stabilized b
external forces and would not be achievable in simulatio
Although we did not meet the states of zero compressib
in the simulations presented below, their existence for p
ticular types of fluid-solid interactions is, in principle, po
sible. Paraphrasing the definition of the spinodal as the
limit of stability of metastable states, the state of zero co
pressibility can be referred to as the true limit of stabilizati
of unstable states or superspinodal.

The systems exhibiting the superspinodal may feature
triguing behaviors@45#. Thus, provided inequality~13! is
satisfied, one can construct the continuous S-shaped tr
tory of the equilibrium states similar to the van der Wa
loop.

B. Condition of phase coexistence

In the unstable states on the backward trajectory of
constructed S-shaped adsorption isotherm, the grand the
dynamic potential defined by Eq.~1! can be determined by
the integration of the Gibbs equation~3!. Thus, the differ-
ence between the grand thermodynamic potential in the
porlike (msv) and liquidlike spinodals (msl), which spans the
gap between the adsorption and desorption isotherms
given by
-
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Vd~ms1,T!2Va~msv,T!52E
msv

msl
Nu~m,T!dm

51E
msl

msv
Nu~m,T!dm. ~14!

And the grand thermodynamic potential along the desorp
branch is calculated as

Vd~m,T!5Va~msv,T!1E
msl

msv
Nu~m,T!dm

2E
msl

m

Nd~m,T!dm. ~15!

In so doing, the condition~4! of phase coexistence comes
the Maxwell rule of equal areas:

E
me

msv
Na~m,T!dm2E

msl

msv
Nu~m,T!dm1E

me

msl
Nd~m,T!dm50.

~16!

It is worth noting that, in principle, instead of employing th
gauge cell to measure the chemical potential, one can ge
ate the backward trajectory by the canonical ensemble si
lation @40#. However, in this case the chemical potential h
to be determined by the Widom method@24#, which, in our
experience, is less accurate than the gauge cell method.

C. Energy barriers for spontaneous capillary condensation and
evaporation

In the hysteresis region, the transition from a metasta
state to a stable state is associated with an energy ba
When the energy barrier can be overcome by density fl
tuations in the pore, this transition occurs spontaneously
the pore-gauge GEMC simulations, the density fluctuatio
are suppressed and spontaneous transitions are not obse
In the GCMC simulations, one may expect that the proba
ity of the spontaneous transition depends on the height of
energy barrier. The height of the energy barrier is determi
by the grand potential in the saddle points, which corresp
to the backward trajectory of the phase diagram. At a giv
chemical potentialm the energy barrier is proportional to th
difference of the grand potentials in the unstable state on
backward trajectory and in the metastable state:

V* ~m!5Vu~m!2Va~m!, m.me ~condensation!,

V* ~m!5Vm~m!2Vd~m!,

m,me ~evaporation!. ~17!

The potential barrier~17! vanishes at the spinodals an
achieves a maximum at the equilibrium. For the case of
lindrical pores considered in our simulations, it is convenie

to operate with the potential barrierṼ* (m) reduced per unit
of pore length. In so doing, the probability of the spontan
ous transition is proportional to the Arrhenius factor given

P* ~m!5exp@2 lDṼ* ~m!/kT#. ~18!
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Here,l is a characteristic length which depends on the lin
scale of the developing fluctuation. Physically, this fluctu
tion in the process of condensation can be imagined as a
undulation transforming into a liquid bridge which spans t
pore. The process of spontaneous evaporation~desorption!
starts from the coalescence of intermolecular cavities int
‘‘bubble,’’ the linear scale of such fluctuations of density
the order of the pore width. Thus, in the estimates prese
below, the characteristic scale in the Arrhenius factor~18! is
assumed to be equal to the pore width. While analyz
phase transitions in other confining geometries, the poten
barrier should be reduced for reasons of convenience;
example, in a slit-shaped geometry, it seems reasonab
use the potential barrier reduced per unit of pore surf
area.

The possibility to analyze the potential barriers and
probability of spontaneous transitions is an additional adv
tage of the proposed gauge cell method. This constitute
basis for formulations of the conditions of reversibility
simulated and experimental adsorption isotherms.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We applied the gauge cell method to study the vap
liquid coexistence of a LJ fluid in two cylindrical pores o
13s and 10s in width at the reduced temperaturekT/e
50.762~s ande denote geometric and energetic LJ para
eters for the fluid molecule!. We constructed stable and un
stable adsorption isotherms using the GCMC and the p
gauge GEMC simulations and determined the conditions
the two-phase coexistence by the Maxwell rule of eq
areas. The results were compared with the estimates obta
using the PG@18# and pore-pore GEMC methods@22#, and
also with the experimental data on the nitrogen capillary c
densation on MCM-41 materials.

A. Pore model and simulation details

In our simulations, the LJ potential was cut at 5s and
shifted. Solid-fluid interactions were modeled as the LJ
teraction of a fluid molecule with a single structureless
lindrical layer of atoms composing the pore wall@3#:

Fext~r ,R!5p2rsesfss f
2 H 63

32F r

ssf
S 22

r

RD G210

3FF2 9

2
;2

9

2
;1;S 12

r

RD 2G23F r

ssf
S 22

r

RD G24

3FF2
3

2
;2

3

2
;1;S 12

r

RD 2G J . ~19!

HereR5H/2 is the pore radius, measured to the center of
first layer of solid atoms in the pore wall,r is the distance
from adsorbate molecule to the wall,rs is the surface numbe
density of LJ atoms in the pore wall, andF@a;b;g;d# is the
hypergeometric series. The fluid-fluid and solid-fluid para
eters were chosen to represent nitrogen in silica pore
MCM-41: s53.6154 Å, e/k5101.5 K @46#, ssf53.17 Å,
and rsesf /k52253 K @4#. A reduced temperature ofkT/e
50.762 corresponds to 77.4 K, which is the experimen
boiling temperature of nitrogen atp51 atm.
r
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In the pore cell, the periodic boundary conditions we
applied in thez direction parallel to the pore walls. The por
length was 10s. As the gauge cell, a cube with triply per
odic boundary conditions was employed. The size of
gauge cell varied from 30s to 50s and was adjusted so tha
a sufficient number of fluid molecules~ca. 30! were con-
tained in the gauge cell in each simulation. The gauge
was calibrated by a series of GCMC simulations of the sa
length as that of the pore simulations. Even for the smal
bulk cell length 30s, the fluid in the gauge cell behaved as
ideal bulk vapor; no notable nonideality of the gauge flu
was observed atm,29.6e andkT/e50.762. Note that ac-
cording to the equation of Johnsonet al. @23#, the vapor-
liquid equilibrium in the bulk LJ fluid atkT/e50.762 corre-
sponds tom0529.34e.

A typical simulation run consisted of 33104 steps per
molecule in the pore cell: the average properties were ca

FIG. 2. Pore-gauge GEMC and GCMC isotherms of nitrog
adsorption atkT/e50.762~77.4 K! in cylindrical 13s ~a! and 10s
~b! pores. Denotations correspond to Fig. 1. Vertical lines show
location of vapor-liquid coexistence calculated by the gauge
method~bold dashed line! and PG method~thin solid line, average
of the calculations withm* 5210.0,29.7, and29.4e!. Arrows ~C
andE! indicate the stability limits in GCMC simulations.
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lated over the last 1.53104 steps. Each GCMC step include
a sequence of attempts of molecule displacement, inser
and removal. In the GE simulations, each step included c
sequent attempts of molecule displacement in both cells
two attempts of molecule transfer from one cell the othe

B. GCMC and pore-gauge GEMC adsorption isotherms

Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show nitrogen adsorption
desorption isotherms in the pores of 13s and 10s in width.
The GCMC adsorption isotherms exhibit typical featur
such as the formation of a dense monolayer on the p

FIG. 3. Fluid density profiles in the 13s pore atkT/e50.762
~77.4 K!. Different curves correspond to different states shown
Figs. 1 and 2~a!. A, stable vaporlike state:B, vaporlike state at
vapor-liquid coexistence:Sv , vaporlike spinodal:D, unstable state:
Sl , liquidlike spinodal:F, liquidlike state at vapor-liquid coexist
ence:G, stable liquidlike state.
n,
n-
nd

,
re

walls, followed by multilayer adsorption. We started th
pore-gauge GEMC simulations from the densities, cor
sponding to the formation of the second layer. The den
profile for pore 13s pore in such a state is shown in Fig.
~line A!. Good agreement between the GCMC and po
gauge GEMC simulations was obtained for the multilay
films. In the 13s pore atm529.92e the GCMC isotherm
underwent a spontaneous transition to a liquidlike state~cap-
illary condensation!. In the narrower 10s pore, spontaneous
condensation occurred atm5210.28e @Fig. 2~b!#. In the
pore-gauge GEMC simulation, however, the number of m
ecules in the gauge cell was not sufficient for condensa
in the pore cell. The formation of the multilayer film on th
pore wall proceeded further in these simulations until
true limit of stability~vaporlike spinodal! was reached. Thus
in pore-gauge GEMC simulations the vaporlike spinoda
achievable, while in GCMC simulations the transition from
metastable vapor to a stable liquid occurs earlier when
free energy barrier between the two states is overcome
fluctuations.

The pore-gauge GEMC isotherm in the 13s pore in the
vicinity of the vaporlike spinodal is presented in Fig. 4. A
this scale, the simulation points visibly scatter. However,
position of the spinodal can be determined quite precis
We found that the data can be reasonably approximated
parabolam5mvs1a(r2rvs)

2 ~Fig. 4!. The quadratic corre-
lation betweenm andr in the vicinity of the spinodal point
corresponds to the pseudocritical behavior at the spino
predicted by classical mean-field theories including local a
nonlocal density functional theories~DFT! @47#. Unfortu-
nately, it is not possible to draw a certain conclusion rega
ing the type of correlation betweenm andr from our simu-
lation, except to note that our results do not contradict
classical predictions~Fig. 4!. From fitting the corresponding
part of the isotherm by a parabola, we obtainedmvs5
29.88e, rvs50.538s23 for the 13s pore. In the vicinity of
the spinodal point, the adsorbed film on the pore wall co
sisted of three pronounced layers~Fig. 3, lineC!.
f

-

FIG. 4. Adsorption isotherm in the vicinity o
the vaporlike spinodal ~13s pore at kT/e
50.762 is shown!. The line shows the second
order polynomial fitm5mvs1a(rvs2r)2.
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Gradually increasing the density in the pore cell, w
traced further thermodynamically unstable states between
vaporlike and liquidlike spinodals. Herewith, the chemic
potential decreased monotonically with an increase in d
sity. We obtained the location of the liquidlike spinodalsSl :
msl5210.49e, rsl50.681s23 for the 13s pore andmsl5
210.71e, rsl50.649s23 for the 10s pore. The position of
the liquidlike spinodal differs appreciably from pointE of
spontaneous desorption in the GCMC simulations, which
estimated by reducing the chemical potential fromm* along
the desorption branch of the adsorption isotherm~Fig. 2!.
The density profile in the liquidlike spinodal point for th
13s pore is shown in Fig. 3, lineSl . As the density increase
further, the pore-gauge GEMC isotherm smoothly mer
with the desorption branch of the GCMC isotherm. In t
stable liquidlike states, the adsorbate in the 13s pore exhibits
a distinct six-layer structure~Fig. 3, line H!. Qualitatively
simular GCMC and GEMC isotherms of nitrogen adsorpt
in carbon slit-shaped pores were constructed earlier@40#.

C. Use of thermodynamic integration: Phase coexistence and
the probability of spontaneous transitions

The changes of the grand thermodynamic potential al
the S-shaped isotherm calculated by the integration of
~5! are presented in Fig. 5. In order to compare the gr
potentials obtained with the methods, we assumed that
stable equilibrium states determined by the GCMC and
pore-gauge GEMC methods are identical. This assump
does not influence the value ofme, obtained in the gauge ce
method from the Maxwell rule. The equilibrium chemic
potentialsme5210.047e and 210.404e were determined
from the Maxwell rule for 13s and 10s pores, correspond
ingly. The vertical arrows indicate the limits of stabilit
achieved in the GCMC simulations. At these points the
tential associated with the transition from the metasta
state to the stable state is rather small.

Figure 6 shows the Arrhenius factorP* , Eq. ~18!, which
determines the probability of spontaneous transitions fr
metastable to stable states in the hysteresis region. The
sition probability equals 1 in the spinodal points and shar
decreases in their vicinities to vanishingly small values.
the 13s pore, the reduction of the Arrhenius factor is as lo
as 10225 at the equilibrium point,m5me @inset in Fig. 6~a!#.
In the narrower 10s pore, the dependence is qualitative
similar: however, the reduction of the Arrhenius factor
substantially smaller. We expect that the Arrhenius fac
strongly depends on the pore size. The squares in Fi
show the locations of spontaneous capillary condensa
and desorption transitions observed in the GCMC simu
tions. As expected, spontaneous transitions occurred clo
the spinodals when the Arrhenius factor became nonvan
ing. In real experiments, the level of fluctuations allowed
higher than in virtual experiments and, therefore, sponta
ous transitions may occur closer to the equilibrium. This m
explain the reversibility of the experimental isotherms
capillary condensation observed in pores narrower than
40 Å where the simulated isotherms still exhibit promine
hysteresis@48#. A detailed discussion will be presented els
where.
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V. COMPARISON WITH THE PG METHOD

In order to calculate phase coexistence by the PG meth
supercritical isotherms atkT/e51.37 ~140 K! were gener-
ated with the GCMC method starting fromm r5222.0e to
m* 529.4e, with an interval of Dm50.5e. Here m r5
222e corresponds to the fluid density low enough to negl
fluid-fluid interactions in the pore.m529.4e corresponds to
a stable liquidlike state atkT/e50.762~77.4K! in both pores
considered. The integration between the supercritical
subcritical adsorption isotherms was conducted at three
ferent chemical potentialsm* 5210.0,29.7, and29.4e; at
eachm* , GCMC simulations at five different temperature
kT/e51.3, 1.18, 1.0, 0.93, and 0.85, were performed. T
grand potentials for the adsorption branchVa(m), calculated
from GCMC and pore-gauge GEMC simulations practica
coincide~Fig. 5!. Due to uncertainty in the thermodynam
integration,Vd(m) for the desorption branch calculated fro
the PG method and the gauge cell method are somew
shifted.

FIG. 5. Isotherms for the grand potentialV at kT/e50.762
~77.4 K! in the 13s ~a! and 10s ~b! pores calculated by the pore
gauge GEMC and PG methods~m* 529.4e is shown!. Arrows
show the locations of spontaneous liquid-vapor and vapor-liq
transitions in the GCMC simulations.
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FIG. 6. The Arrhenius factorP* for sponta-
neous transitions from the metastable to sta
state in the 13s ~a! and 10s ~b! pores.P* deter-
mines the probability of spontaneous capilla
condensation atme,m,msv and spontaneous
capillary evaporation atme,m,msl . Squares
show the locations of spontaneous transitions
the GCMC calculations. The depth of energy ba
riers is shown in inserts.

FIG. 7. Change of the grand
potential along the reversible tra
jectories in the PG method in th
13s pore.~1! Integration along the
supercritical isotherm atkT/e
51.379,~2! integration along path
of constant chemical potentialm
5m* ~m* 5210.0, 29.7, and
29.4e were used!, ~3! integration
along the desorption isotherm~liq-
uidlike states! at kT/e50.762,
and ~4! integration along the ad-
sorption isotherm ~vaporlike
states! at kT/e50.762.
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FIG. 8. Isotherms of the grand potentialV at
kT/e50.762 ~77.4 K! in the pores 13s ~a! and
10s ~b! calculated by the PG method along di
ferent reversible paths of equilibrium states~see
Fig. 7!.
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For the 13e pore, we have obtained good agreement
tween the results of the gauge cell method and PG met
for all three values ofm* attempted. The valuesme5
210.048 and210.041e were obtained by the PG metho
with m* 529.7 and 29.4e, respectively;me5210.047e
(Pe50.4062 atom) was obtained from integration along
unstable isotherm, indicating excellent agreement betw
the two methods. The isotherm forVd(m) obtained from the
PG method withm* 5210.0e lies 0.017es23 lower, result-
ing in me5210.064e (Pe50.3819), which is an appreciabl
difference with respect to some practical applications, s
as pore structure characterization of nanoporous mate
@26,46#. The equilibriumme, averaged over the threem* ,
andme from the gauge cell method are shown in Fig. 2.

A similar situation was observed for the 10s pore @Figs.
2~b! and 5~b!#. The GCMC and pore-gauge GE simulatio
data agree well. At the same time, appreciable scatterin
-
d,

e
en

h
ls

of

me calculated by the PG method was found:me5210.395,
210.417, and210.431e were calculated using differen
routes of integration withm529.7, 29.7, and210.0e, re-
spectively. These discrepancies reflect the numerical insta
ity of the PG thermodynamic integration.

Figure 7 shows different contributions to the total gra
potential of the confined fluid in the 13s pore. Integration
along the supercritical adsorption isothermTs51.379 from
the reference pointm rs5222e to m* 529.7e ~stage 1!
yielded Vs(m* )524.27es23. After integration along the
path of constant chemical potential~stage 2!, we obtained
Vd(m* )521.36es23. Due to a large compensation, an e
ror of only 0.4% in integration along the supercritical is
therm and/or along the path of constant chemical poten
corresponds to the shift of 0.05e in me for this pore. The
numerical instability of the PG method is demonstrated
Fig. 8, which showsVd(m) obtained with three differen
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values ofm* and va(m) for both pores. The differences i
Vd(m) obtained by integration with three differentm* re-
sulted in a substantial deviation inme, especially for the 10s
pore. However, at the scale of Fig. 8 these differences
practically indistinguishable. In contrast to the PG meth
thermodynamic integration along the S-shaped adsorp
isotherm deals with contributions of the same order of m
nitude and, thus, is expected to be more stable with respe
possible simulation errors.

VI. COMPARISON WITH THE PORE-PORE GEMC
METHOD

We also applied the pore-pore GEMC simulation tec
nique @22# to estimate the vapor-liquid coexistence in t
pores. We made one attempt at volume exchange pe
steps~each step included one attempt at molecule displa
ment in both cells and two attempts at molecule trans
between the cells!. The magnitude of the volume change w
adjusted automatically so that every second attempt at
ume transfer was successful. The total length of the po
pore GEMC simulations was 33107 steps. In order to tes
the algorithm, we repeated the simulations from the origi
work of Panagiotopoulos@22# of the densities of the coexist
ing liquid and vapor argon in the cylindrical pore of sol
CO2 with H58s at kT/e50.7 and found satisfactory agree
ment. It is worth noting that due to a weak adsorption fie
imposed on argon by pore walls made of solid CO2 ~it is less
than half as strong as the adsorption field of the silica wa!,
the dense adsorbed monolayer of argon is not observed.
makes the pore-pore GEMC simulations as efficient as th
in bulk systems. On the contrary, nitrogen adsorbed in si
pores forms a dense~two-dimensional crystal-like! hexatic
adsorbed monolayer in both vaporlike and liquidlike states
the hysteresis region. In this case, the mechanical equ
rium may be significantly hindered.

The sensitivity of the pore-pore GEMC method with r
spect to the choice of configuration was tested by employ
different sets of initial configurations. The initial configur
tions in the vapor and liquid cells were taken from GCM
simulations of the vaporlike and liquidlike states. The leng
of both cells in the initial configuration was set to 10s. For
the 13s pore, one set of initial configurations correspond
to the liquidlike and vaporlike states atm5210.4e, close to
the liquidlike spinodal; another one was chosen atm5
29.96e, close to the vaporlike spinodal. Thus, these init
states were at chemical equilibrium but far from mechan
equilibrium. We found that the results of pore-pore GEM
simulations depend dramatically on the initial configuratio
The equilibrium densities of the vaporlike and liquidlik
phases fitted well the isotherms obtained by the GCMC
gauge cell methods. However, when interpolated, the va
density yielded unrealistic values ofme. For example,me5
210.18e and 29.98e were obtained when simulation
started from vaporlike and liquidlike configurations atm5
210.4 and29.98e, respectively.

For the narrower pore of 10s in width, the influence of
the initial configuration was found to be even more p
nounced. In this pore, we used three different sets of in
configurations: liquidlike and vaporlike states atm5
210.5e ~close to the liquidlike spinodal! and m5210.3e
re
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~close to the liquidlike spinodal! and a pair of states, which
were not in chemical equilibrium, the liquidlike state atm
529.7e and vaporlike state atm5210.5e. However, in
none of the simulations did the volumes of the cells show
deviation from the initial value larger than 3%, and the r
sulting densities depended on the initial configuration. T
means that equilibrium in the pore-pore GEMC simulatio
was not reached.

VII. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

In Fig. 9 we compare the simulated equilibrium isotherm
in the 13s and 12s cylindrical pores with the experimenta
desorption isotherms on the samples of MCM-41 meso
rous molecular sieves. MCM-41 materials presumably c
tain uniform arrays of cylindrical pores of predetermined
ameter and are the best available reference materials
adsorption studies@3,49#. The samples used for compariso
were chosen from the literature@3,5# since they have rela
tively narrow pore size distributions around 33.4 and 44.5
in correspondence with the widths of cylinders employed
simulations. The pore size distributions were estimated
the DFT method@49#. The experimental isotherm in the 33
Å sample was reversible, while the isotherm in the 44.5

FIG. 9. Comparison of the calculated capillary condensation
therms with experimental desorption isotherms on MCM-41 ma
rials at 77.4 K@3,6#. ~a! 13s pore ~internal diameter 44.2 Å!, and
~b! 10s pore ~internal diameter 35.5 Å!.
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sample exhibited a small hysteresis. In this case, we used
desorption branch which, in the case of open-ended cylin
cal channels of MCM-41 materials, is assumed to be clos
the line of equilibrium transitions@48#.

We see that the capillary condensation step on the exp
mental isotherms is rounded, as expected for a phase tr
tion in a system composed of a large number of finite s
pores with inevitable variations in pore width. Note that t
simulated isotherms differ significantly from the experime
tal in the region of adsorption prior to capillary condens
tion. This deviation is likely caused by the energetic hete
geneity inherent in silica surfaces@50#. However, the
inflection point on the capillary condensation step agr
with the position of the theoretical phase transition in t
pore of mean size predicted by the gauge cell method.
the narrower pore of the 10s pore, the position of phas
coexistence was calculated asPe/P050.245 versus the
value Pe/P050.237 estimated from the experimental is
therm. For the wider 13s pore, the respective theoretical an
experimental values are 0.401 and 0.408. These deviat
are quite small and indicate good agreement of the predi
phase equilibrium with the experimental results.

VIII. CONCLUSION

An efficient alternate method for Monte Carlo studies
phase equilibrium in confined systems is presented using
example of vapor-liquid equilibrium~capillary condensation
and evaporation! in pores. The method is based on the co
struction of the full phase diagram of a confined fluid in t
form of a van der Waals loop, which includes stable, me
stable, and unstable equilibrium states. The phase coe
ence is then determined by thermodynamic integration al
the metastable and unstable regions of the phase diag
employing Maxwell’s rule of equal areas. The phase d
gram of a fluid within a given pore is obtained by the Gib
ensemble Monte Carlo simulation of the equilibrium dist
bution of molecules between two simulation cells, one
.
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which represents the pore and the other one a gauge cell.
phase diagram of the fluid in the gauge cell is assumed to
known. The gauge cell method allows one to determine
equilibrium transition as well as the true limits of stability o
vaporlike and liquidlike metastable states or the vaporl
and liquidlike spinodals. It is shown that in the vicinity of th
spinodal the system exhibits pseudocritical behavior. T
spinodals determined by the gauge cell method are show
differ from the points of spontaneous condensation a
evaporation in the GCMC simulations. A method is su
gested for calculating the energy barriers between the m
stable and stable states. The height of the energy barrie
determined by the grand potential in the saddle point t
corresponds to an unstable state on the backward trajec
of the phase diagram. The calculated potential barriers
corresponding Arrhenius factors for the transition betwe
the metastable and stable states determine the condition
spontaneous condensation and evaporation. It is shown
spontaneous transitions, observed in the GCMC simulatio
occurred close to the spinodals when the Arrhenius fac
became nonvanishing. The results of the gauge method
the phase coexistence were compared with the method
the thermodynamic integration of Peterson and Gubbins
the pore-pore GEMC simulation of Panagiotopoulos, p
posed earlier, and also with the experimental data on
capillary condensation of nitrogen at its boiling temperatu
in cylindrical pores of mesoporous molecular sieves. T
gauge cell method gives a useful insight into the vapor-liq
coexistence and origin of the capillary hysteresis inheren
nanoporous materials. The method can also be applie
other phase transitions in confined systems such as fluid-
separation, layering and freezing.
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